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The receiving and delivery chambers are to be ample in dimensions, and are to have nests of valves of the best bronze composition of approximately 3 inches diameter, and sufficient in number so that the valves shall not lift more than §^ inches each when the rate of delivery of the pumps is at four million gallons per day. The pump chambers will be well provided with hand-holes that will give easy access to each of the valves.
The water supply for each pair of pumps is to be taken from a 30 inch branch in the horizontal pejistock in the basement beneath the pump room floor. The necessary admission and discharge pipes, of ample size and easy curves, and a tall air vessel for each pair of pumps are to be provided. The force mains will be connected with the force mains leading to the reservoir, on the outside of the pump house wall, and not exceeding 10 feet distance from the face of the wall.
The pump cylinders will be connected with the main and jack shaft pillow blocks by continuous, heavy cast-iron girders, adapted to carry the bearings and the strains of the connecting rods without tremble or elasticity.
The main and jack shafts are to be of the best wrought iron forgings turned to the diameters indicated upon the drawings, and bossed up to receive the gears. The large gears, of both the spur and bevel pairs, will be mortise gears with their mortises planed, and having thoroughly seasoned, machine cut, smooth maple cogs, fitted and keyed in the most rigid manner. The cogs are to be thoroughly boiled in oil.
Each spur''pinion is to be machine moulded, with teeth planed on both sides to. match and run with mortise gears. Both gears and pinions are to be bored to fit their respective shafts and to be keyed in place. The pinions are to be feather keyed on the jack shaft and fitted with approved screw motion to move them out or into gear and to hold them where placed.
The jack shafts are to be not less than 6% inches, and the main shafts not less than nine inches diameter in the bearings.
The two jack shafts are to have tneir axes precisely in line and are to have a connecting shaft fitted with couplings, bearings and distance plates as directed.
All bearings are to be babbeted and bored out, of ample lenght to insure moderate wear and easy lubrication, and are to be fitted with oil cups.
The cranks will be in balanced disk forms and fitted with mild steel -pins. The connecting rods will be of the best wrought iron, and fitted with brasses, steel straps and adjusting keys and babbeted friction bearings. The cross heads will be of forged iron approved model with steel wrist pins. The guides will be rigidly bolted to the girders and adjustable to wear. The plunger rod and plunder stuffing box glands, the valves and all interior bolts and nuts will be of the best solid

